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This article examines Nur Sutan's novel "Katak Hendak Jadi Lembu" n Ager, 1926), Karena Mertua (1932), dan Hulubalang Raja (1934) - Ed. Chapter first. Three years at the Tibet
Center (November 1â€“13, 1935) â€œ... If I had to commit a serious crime in India, it would be easier to commit it on the Red Planet than in a burning subway car ... Nobody can
accuse me of a crime that could take place on Mars. True, I was misled about the circumstances of my life and I point to the source, but everything that I do, I do for my own pleasure
and therefore - I ask you not to strictly condemn me for this ... By the second and third, I mean my wife's assistants and my psychoanalyst, who were my teachers. After I returned from
Mars, I decided to give up my old habits for a while and began to lead a secluded life in our wonderful studio, surrounding myself with the same lonely creatures as me. This was
especially helpful in helping me overcome the excitement that arose about my arrival on Mars. Probably, this will seem strange to some of my readers, but calmness and loneliness are
the hallmarks of the Martians ... " Kochels-Ecking, "Martian Messages" I. Rigden Japo, a name that has always attracted the attention of seekers, is found in Buddhist scriptures. This
name is of Sanskrit origin. In one of the meditations, the essence of a person, embodied in his soul, is compared to a white dove sitting in meditation. Thus, Rigden is a soul striving for
perfection. Rigdens, ancient Indian guardian deities, have always existed. The inhabitants of the country of Mars were the same patrons of music and astrology. In legends they were
called "Yellow demons". The hieroglyphs that have come down to us from distant epochs indicate to us that the Tibetans whom we met in Tibet retained devotion to the Rigdens in their
religion. So, in the "Holy Scripture" it is written that the Rigzens lived in a country called Rig-Dag-gya. Even the name of this country in Sanskrit means "Paradise Rigdiva" ("Beautiful
house of Rigda"). II
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